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About This Game

A fast red airplane is your transport as you fly at high speed through a landscape of mountains and suburbs, the ocean, a ranch
and more. Don your Oculus Rift headset and pilot the plane with an Oculus Touch controller (designed to be played sitting
down!) avoiding all obstacles and collecting fuel tokens to fly as far as you can. We wish you good flying and an exciting

journey!

* Thrilling endless-flyer gameplay
* Colorful, low-poly graphics

* Play with Oculus Touch
* Exciting in-game music

* Make it to the top of the Steam global Leaderboard
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Still so beta after so long.

I came back to this April 2017 to see if it had improved.
I shut off a certain switch. Later died. The save had the switch turned on.
Tiny Spoiler to see why it is a problem:
I shut off electricity, moved past light, which fell, no problem.
Move past to cell with floor tile. Head back to desk to get crowbar. New, second light falls, killing me.
I am resurected in the cell beyond the light and the electricity is on.
Now I'm screwed because you can't get back. The electricity should be off LIKE I LEFT IT.. Worse than the original... and that
takes effort.. Nico is so cute >\u03c9< \u30b5\u30a4\uff5e. Please stop making games... This is so bad..... Seriously, Loading
screen Simulator is better than this..... There's just not enough of a game here, even considering the low price. With only one
(small) map and one enemy type, you'll be bored very quickly. With a few more maps, a few more enemy types and some
adjustments to the weapons it could probably be quite fun - it would even justify a higher price, in my opinion, and in this case
that would be much preferred.. Nice game. Nice graphic. Nice Story. YES PLEASE!. A great little visual novel that continues
the Without Within story. Take an afternoon to read through the series.. This game is a mess.. it's not the worst game I've ever
played but it's so fucking annoying, I can't reccommend this. Only get it if you have a 90% coupon, even then it's just barely
worth it.. Shift to kick the bombs, Space to place them.
Stop reading and download it.
Thank me later.
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This game did not capture me at all. The dialogue got a bit too drawn out at times and I didn't realize when I bought the game
that it would only be the scrambled picture puzzles. I will not be buying future chapters of this series.. it will made u rage. This
was a decent game. A nice combo between point and click and hidden object. The puzzles were interesting but not to difficult
and an unusually large precentage of the actions you needed to take made perfect sense and were easy to follow. The built in
hint system ensures that you never give up even if you get stuck. The story line was nice, and I felt satisfaction upon completion.
Worth the buy if you like this type of game.. This is very simply and short game
You walk and search items in dark house, reading some notes
No scrimmers in game

А также по многочисленным заявкам:

Очень простая и короткая игра
Вы бродите по темным закулкам в доме, читая заметки (подсказки)
Скриммеры в игре отсутствуют

Дуже проста та коротка гра
Ви ходите по темних закутках в будинку, читаючи нотатки (підказки)
Скріммери в грі відсутні. Want to love simulation games and can't wrap your head around massive numbers and calculations,
strenuous start-up procedures and lack of proper tutorials?

Step forth Post Master. Excalibur brings a neat little simulation-lite that will tickle your management requirements without
drowning you in complicated elements.

Take your post office to the top, crush your rival and own the city. As the game continues, the city expands and the
oppurtunities increase, this also means you're constantly having to re-think post office placement and routes.

My one gripe in the game is that there is only a single rival post office, having multiple rivals would be fun for people who find
one rival too easy - you can eliminate them from the game completely.. Just not fun.. Pretty nice, fits well with the theme of the
game. Also nice price for what you`re getting.
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